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Violation of a new Wigner inequality with high angular momenta
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In the study of systems that cannot be described classically, the Wigner inequality, has received only
a small amount of attention. In this paper we extend the Wigner inequality – originally derived in
1969 – and show how it may be used to contradict local realism with only coincidence detections in
the absence of two-outcome measurements – that is, for any system where only one possible result
of a pair of potential outcomes can be registered. It thus encapsulates a much broader class of
measurement schemes than could previously violate a local-realistic inequality. This is possible due
to an assumption of “extended fairness” on the measurement outcomes, which we posit is highly
plausible. We then apply this inequality to a recently constructed setup with access to entangled
pairs of photons with very high angular momenta, in which no previously derived local-realistic
inequality could successfully be used without making very broad assumptions. To our knowledge
this experiment constitutes a violation of local realism with the largest quanta to date. We thus
demonstrate the versatility of this inequality under very lossy conditions.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk, 03.65.Ud, 42.50.Xa, 42.50.-p
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to banish the local-realistic world-view
can be an important benchmark for experiments in
quantum physics. Much effort has been dedicated in
recent decades to highlight the contradictory predictions
of classical and quantum mechanics with ever larger
and less conventional systems. As a result, in order to
explain recent results realistically, one must believe an
increasingly unlikely set of assumptions; as the number
and complexity of setups has increased dramatically.
At the forefront of those efforts are the experiments
which seek to entangle novel quantum systems. Many
inequalities exist whose violation provides evidence
against the proposition of local-realism (under reason-
able assumptions) and thus shows quantum behavior.
These inequalities require either dichotomic (that is,
two-outcome) measurements on correlations (coincidence
counts, photonically), or the use of local measurements
(singles, photonically) [1–3]. Examples of dichotomic
measurements are spin-up or spin-down, horizontal or
vertical polarization, etc. Implementing the two-outcome
measurements required by most tests of local-realism can
be difficult. The other option is to explicitly include the
single count rates, which typically are much higher than
coincidences, requiring very high efficiency. For example,
in the seminal paper by Aspect [4] only polarizers are
used – not polarizing beam splitters – and in fact it is
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not until later [5] that true dichotomic measurements
are used.
An exception to these conditions is the Wigner Inequality
(WI), which needs only single-outcome coincidences [6].
The price for this flexibility is that the original derivation
of this inequality assumes perfect anti-correlations.
Stated most concisely, in its simplest form as derived in
1969, the Wigner inequality gives a restriction on the
statistical measurement outcomes of potential hidden
variable models (HVM) of perfectly anti-correlated,
two-particle, spin-1/2 systems – given three potential
measurement settings. Specifically, it states that the
probabilities of getting coincident detections (either
spin-up, spin-up; or spin-down, spin-down) must obey
the relation P13 ≤ P12 + P23 where the subscripts
indicate one of the three settings (typically projection
angles) on either the first or second particle (indicated
by first or second position in the subscript). This
inequality can be violated quantum mechanically with a
singlet state by 3/4 ≤ 1/4+1/4. These basic statements
will be derived carefully and expanded upon in what
follows.
Modified versions of the WI have been found which do
not require perfect anti-correlations, however these again
require dichotomic measurements [7, 8]. In this paper
we derive an extended version of the Wigner inequality
which does not require dichotomic measurements, use
of the singles, or perfect anti-correlation. This allows
violation of local realism in a much broader class of ex-
perimental systems than was possible before. Examples
of such systems are long-(or lossy)-baseline quantum
protocols, momentum entanglement in Bose-Einstein
condensates with micro-channel plate detectors, the
2high orbital angular momentum entanglement setup we
consider in this paper, or any other such system where
singles are higher than coincidences and/or two-outcome
measurements are difficult to implement.
In the following section an extended version of the origi-
nal Wigner inequality is derived and we carefully outline
the necessary assumptions, including how we maintain
the single-outcome-only measurements despite the real-
ity of imperfect anti-correlations. In the third section
we apply the newly derived inequality to a recent experi-
ment [9] utilizing very high orbital angular momentum –
a situation in which other tests of local realism may not
be applied (due to the nature of the detection scheme).
In the final section we summarize the main points of the
paper.
II. DERIVATION OF THE GENERAL
INEQUALITY
Following Wigner [6], assume that there exists a de-
terministic description of the world which relies on a
hidden variable – which completely defines the results of
all possible measurements, but which is not in principle
known or knowable. When a measurement is performed,
the statistical distribution of the hidden variable re-
produces the probabilities for the potential outcomes.
We need not be concerned about the actual statistical
distribution of the variable, but only define domains of
it which correspond to obtaining a given result when
a particular measurement is performed. Each of these
domains will be represented by a symbol which, herein,
will be called a “Wigner-symbol”.
Take the case of a two particle system, where some
degree of anti-correlation is present, and assume that
these anti-correlations can be explained via classical
statistics. Note that throughout this paper, when
we say ‘(anti-)correlation’ we mean ‘(anti-)correlated
detection event’ – or ‘giving rise to an (anti-)correlated
detection event’. Now limit the measurements settings
to three possibilities for each particle φ1, φ2, and φ3.
We limit the measurement outcomes to two possibilities:
a detection, or no detection. So, we can define the
Wigner-symbols (representing domains of the space of
the statistical distribution of the hidden variable) in the
form (R1a, R2a, R3a;R1b, R2b, R3b), where the R’s can
take the values of “+” or “−”, indicating a detection,
or no detection, respectively at the setting, and particle
(a or b), indicated by the subscripts. If we had the case
of perfect anti-correlation we could write only symbols
which exhibited this quality, like (+ + −,− − +). This
symbol would mean, for example, if a φ1 measurement
were performed on particle a and a φ2 measurement were
performed on particle b the results would be a detection
and no detection, respectively. However, we must allow
for the possibility of symbols which do not represent
perfect anti-correlations, as particle pairs which are
not perfectly anti-correlated can and do occur. This
generality is an extension to the original inequality as
derived by Wigner.
The Wigner-symbols also have the direct interpretation
as the probabilities that the hidden variables take a value
lying in the domain specified by that symbol. That is,
the size of the domain corresponding to the indicated
measurement outcomes is the probability of such an out-
come occurring. We have made no assumptions about
the statistical distribution of the hidden variables. Now,
in order to assume that there exists a realistic description
of the world, the probabilities for some chosen outcomes
of the described setup can be written as
P13 = (+ +−,−−+) + (+−−,−++) + S13, (1)
P12 = (+−+,−+−) + (+−−,−++) + S12, (2)
P23 = (−+−,+−+) + (+ +−,−−+) + S23. (3)
Where the Pij ’s are the probabilities of getting a coin-
cident detection when the detectors are set to the mea-
surement positions indicated by the subscripts. For ex-
ample, P13 is the probability that we detect particles a
and b if the measuring devices are in settings φ1 and φ3
respectively. The symbols Sij represent a collection of
those Wigner-symbols which do not exhibit the perfect
anti-correlation, for example (+ + +,−−+). There are
14 such Wigner-symbols included in each Sij . Putting
Eqs.(2) and (3) in a slightly different form
P12 − (+ −+,−+−)− S12 = (+ −−,−++), (4)
P23 − (− +−,+−+)− S23 = (+ +−,−−+). (5)
And then using this, we write
P12 − S ′12 ≥ P12 − (+−+,−+−)− S12,
≥ (+−−,−++), (6)
P23 − S ′23 ≥ P23 − (−+−,+−+)− S23,
≥ (+ +−,−−+). (7)
Where S ′12 (S ′23) consists of only those Wigner-symbols
representing imperfect anti-correlations for which the
same symbol exists in both S12 (S23) and S13. Di-
rect substitution of Eq.(6) and Eq.(7) into Eq.(1) yields
P13−S ≤ P12 +P23. Where S collects all those Wigner-
symbols which exhibit imperfect anti-correlations which
can not be canceled out. If we were to take S to zero we
would recover the original result by Wigner. Now,
S = S13 − S ′12 − S ′23
= (+−−,−−+) + (+ −+,−−+)
+(+−−,+−+) + (+−+,+−+). (8)
3The first line explicitly includes all the symbols lacking
from Wigner’s original derivation. There are 28 terms
in total, of which 24 cancel out. This cancellation is
possible because there are no additional “labels” on the
symbols due to outcomes on the other side – that is,
due to locality. In the second line we write the result.
The second and third terms can be bounded from above
by observing the coincident intensity at a measurement
setting where there is a minimum – at φa3 and φb3 for
the second term, and φa1 and φb1 for the third. Either
of these measurements will also set an upper-bound
on the fourth term. More problematic is the first
term, if dichotomic measurements were available an
upper-bound could be placed on this term directly, by
making measurements of “no-click” outcomes. However,
in their absence, this term will be estimated via an
“extended fairness assumption” (EFA).
The assumption of fairness of measurement results
relates to a loophole in Bell and CHSH-type inequalities,
known formally as “fair sampling”. This loophole can be
closed by increasing the detector efficiency to a suitable
degree [10, 11]. Our assumption of extended fairness
differs. It is however philosophically reminiscent, in the
sense that it is in some way an assumption that the
hidden variable model is not “conspiring”.
Precisely, our assumption is that: An imperfect corre-
lation is not more likely to occur when detectors are
set to any particular measurement position. That is, a
Wigner symbol (representing a counterfactual pattern of
potential detection events) which would cause some of
those detection events to not be anti-correlated, given
a particular measurement choice φx, is not more likely
than one that would cause a non-anti-correlated event
given a different measurement φy (where x and y can be
positions 1, 2, or 3). We define an imperfect correlation
as a deviation from perfectly anti-correlated Wigner
symbols by one of two classes of processes. The first
class is composed of events that would cause there to
be no detection, when otherwise there would be one,
for example the symbol representing the system goes
from (+ − −,− + +) to (+ − −,− + −), i.e. in the
final position of the symbol the + is replaced with a −.
The second class is composed of events that could cause
there to be a detection when otherwise there would be
none, as an example we take the reverse of the previous
example and the symbol representing the system goes
from (+−−,−++) to (+−−,+++), i.e. in the fourth
position of the symbol the − is replaced with a +. We
will call the first class ‘loss’ and the second class ‘gain’.
We would argue that our assumption can be seen as
connected to fair sampling – as fair sampling assumes
that the HVM allows the detection device to fairly sam-
ple the ensemble – whereas extended fairness assumes
that the detection device, and whatever object allows
projections in the Hilbert space (e.g. being a polarizer)
are both acting fairly and not influencing or influenced
by the HVM. However, where the line is drawn between
“detector” and “system” is somewhat arbitrary.
Some reasonable questions that could be asked about
this are “How justified is this assumption?” and “Does
it restrict the source in any way?”. For a detailed
discussion please see the first argument in the appendix
(the second argument is best read after the derivation
of the inequality). It indicates the answers to these
questions are “well justified” and “very little”.
Despite those arguments our statement of extended
fairness still exists at the level of an assumption that
one could choose to either accept, or not accept, for
philosophical reasons. Thus the class of local-realistic
theories disproved by violation of the inequality we here
derive is restricted to a smaller subset than some others.
It is important to point out that our assumption is
different than the “no-enhancement assumption” of
Clauser and Horne [13]. The no-enhancement assump-
tion states that the addition of a polarizer can not
enhance the probability of a detection. Our assumption
allows for the polarizer (or other device) to enhance,
degrade, or have no effect on counts. Furthermore
a Bell-type inequality derived using no-enhancement
requires correlation measurements with the polarizers
(or other devices) removed, which can create problems
in implementation (physical difficulty, and skewed count
rates).
Now we move to the application of the assumption in
our case. We take the first term of Eq.(8) and determine
which symbols, representing perfect anti-correlations,
could give rise to the S term of interest under some
physical process (dark count, scattering, etc.). Both
(+ − −,− + +) and (+ + −,− − +) could give rise to
(+ − −,− − +) after a single physical event (after the
loss deviation, as defined previously). Mathematically
(+ −−,−++)→ (+ −−,−−+), (9)
(+ +−,−−+)→ (+−−,−−+). (10)
This demonstrates how symbol (+ − −,− − +) is one
“step” away from one of two perfectly anti-correlated
symbols. Now, for each of these two symbols represent-
ing a perfect anti-correlation there are six symbols which
represent a single event occurring to that symbol. That
4(+−−,−++)
→ {(−−−,−++), (+ +−,−++),
(+ −+,−++), (+−−,+++),
(+ −−,−−+), (+−−,−+−)} . (11)
(+ +−,−−+)
→ {(−+−,−−+), (+ −−,−−+),
(+ + +,−−+), (+ +−,+−+),
(+ +−,−++), (+ +−,−−−)} . (12)
These collections of symbols contain both those gener-
ated by gains and losses. There are three possibilities:
1.) Loss and gain are about equally likely. 2.) Gain
is more likely than loss. 3.) Loss is more likely than
gain. In the first case all the symbols in Eqs.(11,12)
are equal and we apply the assumption by saying that
since the deviation from a perfect anti-correlation is not
more likely to take place at any particular measurement
position, then all the symbols on the right hand side
of Eqs.(11,12) are equally likely and we therefore take
(+−−,−−+) and replace it with either (+−−,+++) or
(++−,+−+). In the second case such a substitution is
actually pessimistic as (+−−,−−+) < (+−−,+++)
or (+ + −,+ − +). In the third case we can use
(+−−,−−+) = (+−−,−+−) or (−+−,−−+), as a
loss is just as likely at position 6 (or 1 for the second set
of symbols) as it is at position 5 (or 2); again, by appli-
cation of the extended fairness assumption. In this last
case either symbol cancels with one of the (previously
unused) symbols in S12 or S23 from Eq.(2). That is, for
example, the symbol (+ − −,− + −) contributes to P12
but appears nowhere else. Since it is to the right-hand
side of the ≤ and negative it can be ignored, unless we
“need” it to cancel the aforementioned substitution.
Likewise for the other potential symbol. Thus, case one
is the most pessimistic in the sense of giving the HVM
the most power. So we shall proceed assuming it is true.
Note that we consider symbols that are only “one step”
away from perfect anti-correlation when applying the
EFA since after more steps the number of symbols
which can be produced increases dramatically as the
number of steps increases (for three steps there are
63 = 216 different possibilities, many more than the
actual number of possible symbols). Thus, it is very
unlikely that any anti-correlation will be witnessed by
the experimenter at all in such a situation. Furthermore
it is simply not necessary to examine every possible
equivalence between symbols, merely one is sufficient to
allow bounding.
Via the above arguments we now take (+ − −,− − +)
and take replace it with either (+ − −,+ + +) or (+ +
−,+−+). Similarly we can replace (+−+,−−+) with
(+ − −,+ + −) (this second replacement is not strictly
necessary, though it simplifies our derivation without loss
of generality); Eq.(8) thus becomes either
S = (+−−,+++) + (+−−,++−)
+ (+−−,+−+) + (+−+,+−+) ≤ P11. (13)
Or,
S = (+ +−,+−+) + (+−−,++−)
+ (+−−,+−+) + (+−+,+−+) ≤ P11. (14)
Where we have once again employed a straightforward
relationship between the Wigner-symbols and the proba-
bilities of seeing correlations at specific measurement po-
sitions. In both cases the result is the same. Therefore,
the inequality now becomes
P13 − P11 ≤ P12 + P23. (15)
Note now that the inequality is written totally in terms
of measurable quantities, requiring only single outcome
measurements on a bipartite system which displays some
degree of anti-correlation. We can re-write it in terms of
intensities as
I13 − Imin ≤ I12 + I23. (16)
Where the I’s indicate intensities. This constitutes
the main theoretical result of this paper. Violation of
this inequality negates the possibility of a local-realistic
description of the world under the outlined assumptions.
Now, if we are to compare this with a system described
by quantum physics, for example, an entangled pair of
spin-1/2 particles, described by the pure singlet state,
and taking the measurements to be positive projections
onto a chosen direction given by angle θ, we have
Pxy(θx, θy) = sin
2(θx − θy).
If we make the choices θ1 = 0
◦, θ2 = 30
◦, and θ3 = 60
◦,
then we find: 3/4 ≤ 1/4 + 1/4. So clearly, quantum
mechanics contradicts the local-realistic description of
the world assumed in the formulation of the Wigner
inequality. The chosen angles offer the maximal viola-
tion. For this example using pure, maximally entangled
singlet states we had P11 = 0. Our inequality allows
generalizations to when this is not the case. The
theoretical and experimental characterization of one
such case will be the subject of the next section.
Before doing so we will revisit the extended fairness
assumption. Despite the first argument given in the
appendix, the extended fairness does involve a degree of
confidence that the experimental setup is performing in
a way which is consistent with the assumption. Arguing
solely from the classical point-of-view such confidence
5could be arrived at by observation of the rotational sym-
metry of the measurement apparatus. For example, for
the case of a detector apparatus consisting of a polarizer
(or a “slit wheel”, a device which we will discuss later)
and avalanche photo-diode, the assumption could be
said to be well-formed if, as the assembly of devices is
rotated through its full range of detector positions no
(or little) variation is observed in the singles count rate.
For details see the second argument in the appendix.
We can qualitatively summarize the assumption by
rephrasing it as: The extended fairness assump-
tion is that in a system displaying a large degree of
anti-correlation, deviations away from perfect anti-
correlation are homogenous with respect to local choices
of measurement positions. This is especially likely
to be the case when experimenters observe flatness in
the local count rates with respect to measurement choice.
It is also worth briefly noting that our inequality is
not vulnerable to the possibility of false violation
arising from improperly normalizing a two-outcome
measurement which exists in a larger dimensional
Hilbert space (see for example Ref.[14]). This due
to the fact that in our case all unobserved outcomes
are course-grained into “no coincident detection” and
since the inequality is linear in probability – it re-
quires no normalization. In other words there is no
danger of assuming that an orthogonal event occurred
when in fact there simply was no event at all since we
do not make a distinction between these two possibilities.
III. VIOLATION WITH VERY HIGH ORBITAL
ANGULAR MOMENTUM
A recently reported experiment on entangling states of
very high orbital angular momenta of light [9] presents
a difficult case if one wants to violate local realism using
the generated entanglement.
For paraxial beams the total angular momentum sep-
arates out into well-defined spin [15] and orbital [16]
components. Laguerre-Gauss beams naturally carry
integer amounts of orbital angular momentum (OAM)
in units of ~, as the quantum number l. One promising
avenue of research is using the OAM degree of freedom
as an infinite alphabet for quantum informatics tasks,
and quantum communication [17–19]. An important
element of many such protocols is entanglement of
beams with different OAM.
In our experiment, the objective is to generate en-
tanglement of the target form |l〉a| − l〉b + | − l〉a|l〉b.
This is done by initially creating entanglement with
a Sagnac source and transferring the polarization
entanglement to OAM with an interferometric scheme.
For more details see Ref.[9]. The subscripts a and
b label which of two spatial modes the photon occu-
pies, and ±l is the OAM quantum number of the photon.
This state is maximally entangled in the OAM basis
which spans a two-dimensional subspace of the full
infinite-dimensional OAM Hilbert space. Another no-
table feature of this state is that its coincident-intensity,
between the two beams, as a function of angular po-
sition, displays an interference pattern with 2l fringes.
One such pattern is shown in Fig.1.
FIG. 1: The calculated transverse intensity pattern of a sup-
perposition of two LG modes of OAM quantum numbers 10
and −10 (and radial number 0), showing the 20 azimuthal
intensity fringes. These fringes exist in coincidence for entan-
gled states.
Specifically, the coincident intensity, calculated quantum
mechanically, is given by cos2(l(φa − φb)), where φa and
φb are the angular positions. Given this information, a
way of determining whether or not a source is producing
the target state presents itself rather intuitively. That
is, placing a “slit wheel” (a black absorptive disc with
rectangular holes cut into it radially) with 2l transparent
slits in each beam, and then rotating one or the other of
them so that the interference pattern can be read out
by bucket detectors placed behind them as a function of
slit-wheel position. If the pattern matches the expected
fringes, then it can be concluded that the target state is
being produced. This is illustrated in Fig.2.
This procedure though simple, intuitive, and inexpensive,
is difficult to turn into a test of the classical world-view.
Dichotomic measurements are not available because
the slit wheel does not project in a two-dimensional
space. This means inequalities of the type employed by
Aspect in his third experiment [5], as well as any other
6FIG. 2: The setup produces two beams of entangled photons,
which are then incident on slit wheels rotated to the given
angles. Behind the slit wheels are bucket detectors. Fringes
as a function of slit-wheel-angle difference can be seen in the
coincidence counts.
dichotomic scheme, may not be employed. Furthermore,
due to the very lossy nature of each slit wheel, single
counts are always much greater than coincidences. Thus,
any inequality which employs both coincidences and
singles (such as in Ref.[13]) will be impossible to violate.
However, these are not insurmountable problems for
the inequality derived in the previous section, as we do
not require dichotomic measurements and the problems
caused by loss are less dramatic.
It is worthwhile to mention in passing a recent paper that
might be helpful in this situation; based on CSHS-type
inequalities for continuous periodic variables: Ref.[20].
Before proceeding, we note that some of the noise
present in the “compensation term” (Imin), will be the
result of the object performing the projection in the
Hilbert space of the state being measured. For the case
of the slit wheel a significant reduction of visibility is
due to the fact that the slits are of finite width. However
this effect can be predicted precisely with a theoretical
model and then subtracted off from the results.
First, we write the Laguerre-Gauss beam in terms of an-
gular position states
|l〉 = 1√
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφeilφ|φ〉. (17)
The phase factor comes from the transverse phase profile
of the LG modes. Now we can also write the projection
operators representing the slit-wheels and bucket detec-
tors
Oˆa =
2l−1∑
n=0
∫ pi
l
(n+Ws)
pin
l
dφ′a|φ′a〉〈φ′a|. (18)
Oˆb =
2l−1∑
n=0
∫ pi
l
(n+Ws)+φo
pin
l
+φo
dφ′b
∣∣∣φ′b − pi2l
〉〈
φ′b −
pi
2l
∣∣∣ .
Where Ws is the slit width as a fraction of the distance
to the next slit, and a and b label which beam the wheel
is placed in. The shift in the projector states by pi/2l
indicates that the data (or wheel) should be shifted one
half-cycle. This relabeling causes the events to be anti-
correlated as opposed to correlated. The factor φo rep-
resents the relative difference in angle between the slit
wheels. We can then write the expectation value of both
slit wheel operations, 〈OˆaOˆb〉, as
P (φa, φb) = W
2
s −
cos(2lφo)
pi2
sin2(piWs). (19)
We can now make the replacement in Eq.(16)
Imin → Imax
(
Imin
Imax
− Pmin
Pmax
)
. (20)
Where the I’s are the experimentally measured values
and the P ’s are the predicted probabilities. This
compensates for the finite slit width by subtracting off
the noise we have theoretically characterized as not
originating from inaccuracies in the state.
For the case of the state |100〉a| − 100〉b+ | − 100〉a|100〉b
we choose the measurement angles φ1 = 0
◦, φ2 = 0.3
◦,
and φ3 = 0.6
◦ and find I13 = 5654± 75, Imin = 991± 31,
Imax = 7845± 89, I12 = 2202± 47, and I23 = 2456± 50
in terms of total counts, assuming possionian statistics.
The slit width used isWs = 0.149, yielding Pmin = 0.002,
and Pmax = 0.043 This results in a violation of Eq.(16)
by 368± 135 ≤ 0, a violation with a confidence of a little
over two sigma. This experiment represents the first
violation of local realism with such high quanta.
It is useful to make a few short comments regarding
these results. In other tests of local realism where
two-outcome measurements are not assumed (e.g. being
Ref.[13]) it is necessary to subtract singles and coinci-
dences. The singles count rates for this experiment are
on the order of 107 whereas the coincidences are of the
order of 104. Thus violation would never be possible
using other inequalities. The principle aim of this
experiment is two-fold: Firstly, to violate local realism
in a very novel setup, and thus prove the existence of
entanglement via a different method than in the original
paper. Secondly, to show the robustness of our derived
inequality in very difficult conditions; showing that
the inequality has utility in situations where similar
7difficulties exist that is: coincidences much lower than
singles, and difficultly (or impossibility) of performing
two-outcome measurements. Much better experiments
exist whose express purpose is to disprove local-realism
as a valid description of the world and close as many
loopholes simultaneously as possible. However this is
not the aim of this paper.
It is important to remark that a high degree of flatness
is observed in the singles count rate for both detector
stations. As we argued in the text and appendix this
is good qualitative evidence that the assumption of
extended fairness is valid in this particular experimental
setup.
A fair question would be “Why is the ‘compensation’
due to finite slit width applied only to the term Imin
and not to the other three terms?” In response we would
point out that as the difference angle between the two slit
wheels approaches it’s intensity maximum (φo = pi/4l)
the effect from the finite width of the slit wheels con-
tributes less noise to the correlations. To see this take
Eq.(19): The second term is the one that couples slit
width to angular position. It is smaller nearer a maxi-
mum. Thus if we were to apply similar corrections to the
other terms the effect would be significantly smaller. Fur-
thermore, since the effect would be smallest for the C13
term, applying the correction to all terms would only help
us achieve violation more easily (though, only slightly
more easily). Thus, not doing the correction on the other
terms is the more conservative approach.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have derived a new version of the Wigner Inequality
which can be applied to any experimental setup where
some degree of anti-correlation is present between two
particles. Violation of this inequality excludes the pos-
sibility of a local-realistic description of the experiment,
under a set of assumptions which we have outlined. Un-
like Bell and CHSH-type inequalities, the derived in-
equality does not require two-outcome measurements or
use of singles – allowing its application to systems to
which other tests of local realism can not be successfully
applied. We experimentally violated the inequality in
a novel system: an experiment where very high orbital
angular momenta are entangled. Due to the particulars
of the detection scheme, other local-realistic inequalities
could not be violated. We believe that the derived in-
equality to be of high utility, not merely to the specific
system we apply it to, but also to a wide range of experi-
ments where applying other inequalities may be difficult,
if not impossible.
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Appendix: The Extended Fairness Assumption
One way we can attempt to convince the skeptical reader
that our assumption is well justified is by arguing how
unlikely it is for the assumption to be invalid in an
experimental setup which displays flat singles. Below we
present two arguments to this effect, from two different
perspectives.
First Argument
Since the inequality we derived is linear, due to convex-
ity, the maximum violation is for a pure state [12]. For
entangled states (those which can violate the inequality)
which are pure, or close to pure, the local measurements
(i.e. the singles) show very little to no variation as
detector angles are continuously varied (if efficiency
is independent of detector orientation). This can be
understood from the fact that the partial trace over
states which are highly entangled results in local states
which are highly mixed. In the case that the local states
are highly mixed prior to interaction with the detection
apparatus, extended fairness becomes analogous to
the, more traditional, fair sampling assumption. To
continue the qualitative argument, the extended fairness
assumption can be seen as most likely valid when flatness
is observed in the singles. There are of course states
whose statistics are not flat, locally, but these are those
which will be least likely to result in violation, as we
explain above.
Second Argument
To continue, to see why flat singles are strong evidence
for the accuracy of our assumption from the classical
perspective, consider the case where such an observation
of flat singles is made and yet the hidden variable
model can disregard the assumption: An implication
of the assumption (in fact the one that is used in the
derivation) is that (+ − −,− − +) ≈ (+ − −,+ + +) –
interpreting these symbols as being probabilities with
numerical values (as stated in the main text this is the
most pessimistic possibility in terms of giving the HVM
the most power, so it is what we assume). Consider
a HVM which can ignore this restriction and cause
(+−−,−−+) to be larger, thus violating the inequality
while maintaining classical realism (In the extreme case
our inequality can be trivially violated by a HVM which
produces only systems defined by this symbol and no
others). A HVM with the best chance of “tricking”
an experimenter would start with an evenly weighted
statistical mixture of perfectly anti-correlated classical
states (i.e. described by the symbols which appear in the
original derivation by Wigner; the even mixture resulting
in flat singles), and adding enough (+ − −,− − +) to
violate the inequality. But now Alice and Bob would see
their singles spike at settings one and three respectively.
To compensate for this, while still having a violation, the
HVM could now add more pairs described by symbols
such as (− − +,+ − −) and (− + −,− + −). But now
the HVM is attempting a “balancing act”. Furthermore
such a malicious HVM would have to produce many
symbols which are not close to being anti-correlated, a
situation which would be obvious to an experimenter
if he or she makes measurements with the settings
the same for Alice and Bob’s stations. For certain, a
conscious conspiracy could engineer such a situation
(or use a similar, though equally difficult strategy) and
keep it hidden from the experimenter (as it is likewise
for inequalities using the more familiar fair-sampling
assumption), but we argue it’s reasonable to assume
that it is very unlikely to happen by chance.
We will now attempt to quantify the phrase “very un-
likely” with some toy models of experiments describable
with HVMs. First take a physical system described only
by the perfectly anti-correlated Wigner symbols (8 in
total). Now assume that in this model that symbols can
only be either “on” or “off”. If a symbol is off it has
probability zero. If it is on it has a probability equal
to every other symbol which is on. Now we require
that the HVM produce measurement statistics such that
the singles count rates are flat. By inspection there 25
such combinations of on/off for the perfect symbols.
There are 28 = 256 total combinations of on/off when
no requirement is made of the singles. Thus, if we are
are to ask the question “What are the chances of a
randomly chosen perfectly classically anti-correlated
system displaying flat singles?” The answer is “Roughly,
1 in 10”.
Extension of this logic to imperfectly anti-correlated
HVMs which obey the EFA is straightforward. Consider
symbols that are “one step” away from being perfectly
anti-correlated. There are 24 such symbols. If we take
the case of the EFA being true then certain groups of
these symbols must be all on, or all off. The groups
are such that the same proportion of combinations of
these new symbols display flat singles. Put another way,
if a combination of perfectly anti-correlated symbols
displays singles with some degree of flatness then the
imperfectly anti-correlated symbols that “devolve”
from these combinations must have the same degree
of flatness since each position in the symbol is fairly
switched from +(−) to −(+). Thus, as with the per-
9fectly anti-correlated symbols, the chances of a random
non-perfectly anti-correlated HVM obeying EFA having
flat singles is roughly 1 in 10.
Now we turn our attention to HVMs which have no
restriction on which symbols may be jointly off or
on. The number of free, unique combinations of the
24 symbols which lead to flat singles may be found
via combinatorical methods and is 212 − 13 = 4083.
However the total number of possible symbols is 224.
So the probability of a randomly chosen HVM – with-
out the EFA – arriving at flat singles is roughly 1 in 4100.
Now if an experimenter observes flat singles in his or her
experiment and asks the question “What are the chances
this is due to a HVM operating consistently with EFA;
compared to a model which has no such restriction?”
The answer would be “Roughly 400 times more likely.”
This toy model rests on some simplifications – perfect
flatness, symbols being only “off” or “on”, and the idea
that HVMs be chosen randomly from equivalent levels of
anti-correlation. Thus, these models should not be used
to make concrete statements but serve as – we conjecture
– strong qualitative evidence that in systems where a
degree of anti-correlation and flat singles are observed
the extended fairness assumption is a safe one.
